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BY-LAWS OF "CAIXABANK, S.A."
TITLE I.- NAME, OBJECT, TERM AND REGISTERED OFFICE
Article 1.- Company Name. Indirect Exercise
1.

The company is called "CaixaBank, S.A." (hereinafter the "Company") and is governed
by these By-laws, the provisions governing the legal system for joint stock companies
and any other legal rules applicable to it.

2.

The Company is the bank through which "Caja de Ahorros y Pensiones de Barcelona"
("la Caixa") carries on its business indirectly as a credit institution -with the exception
of Monte de Piedad, insofar as this is reserved for Savings Banks - pursuant to the
provisions of Article 5 of Royal Decree 11/2010 of July 9, and Article 3.4 of the Revised
Text of the Catalan Savings Bank Law of March 11, 2008, amended by Article 1 of the
Catalan Government Decree 5/2010 of August 3.

Article 2.- Corporate Object
1.

3.

In due consideration of the contents of section 2 of Article 1, the following activities
are the corporate object of the Company:
(i)

all manner of activities, operations, acts, contracts and services related to the
banking sector in general or directly or indirectly related thereto, permitted by
current legislation, including the provision of investment services and ancillary
services and performance of the activities of an insurance agency, either
exclusively or in association, without simultaneous exercise of both activities;

(ii)

receiving public funds in the form of irregular deposits or in other similar
formats, for the purposes of application on its own account to active credit and
microcredit operations, i.e. the granting of loans without collateral in a bid to
finance small business initiatives by individuals and legal entities which, in view
of their social and economic circumstances, have difficulty in gaining access to
traditional finance from banks, and to other investments, with or without
pledged collateral, mortgage collateral or other forms of collateral, pursuant to
business laws and customs, providing customers with services including
dispatch, transfer, custody, mediation and others in relation to these, in
connection with business commissions; and

(iii)

acquisition, holding, enjoyment and disposal of all manner of securities and
drawing up takeover bids and sales of securities, and of all manner of ownership
interests in any entity or company.

The activities which make up the corporate object may be carried out totally or
partially in an indirect fashion, in any format permitted by law, especially through the
holding of shares or ownership interests in companies or other entities the object of
which is identical or similar, ancillary or complementary to such activities.
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Article 3.- Term
The Company will have an indefinite term. The Company commenced its operations on its
incorporation date.
Article 4.- Registered officesOffices and Electronic Website
1.

The Company's registered offices are at Avenida Diagonal, 621, Barcelona.

2.

The registered offices may be moved anywhere within the same municipality through
a resolution by the Board of Directors. A resolution by the General Shareholders'
Meeting shall be required in order to move it to another municipality.

3.

The Company's Board of Directors may decide to create, close or move offices,
branches, agencies, regional offices and other departments, both within Spain and in
another European Union Member State, or a third state, if it complies with the
applicable requirements and guarantees, and may decide to provide the services that
fall within its corporate purpose without the need for a permanent establishment.

4.

The corporate website of the Company is www.caixabank.com.

5.

The Board of Directors may resolve to close or transfer the Company's website.

TITLE II.- SHARE CAPITAL AND SHARES
Article 5.- Share Capital
The share capital is set at the amount of THREE BILLION EIGHT HUNDRED FORTY MILLION
ONE HUNDRED THREE THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED SEVENTY-FIVE EUROS (€3,840,103,475),
which has been fully subscribed and paid up.
Article 6.- The Shares
1.

The share capital is made up of THREE BILLION EIGHT HUNDRED FORTY MILLION ONE
HUNDRED THREE THOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED SEVENTY-FIVE (3,840,103,475) shares
with a par value of ONE EURO (€ 1) each. They are represented by book entries and
are of a single class. The shares representing the share capital are considered as
securities and are governed by the provisions of the Securities Market Act and any
other provisions applicable.

2.

The shares, their transfer and the creation of real rights or any other encumbrances
on them must be registered in the relevant book entry, pursuant to the Securities
Market Act and concordant provisions.

3.

However, on the basis of the principle of ownership of bank shares, the Company will
keep its own register of shareholders with the effects and efficiency attributed to it by
the prevailing regulations in each case. For this purpose, if the actual position of
shareholders is that of persons or entities who, in accordance with their own
legislation, fulfill this position as trusts, trustees or any other equivalent, the Company
may require that these persons or legal entities notify it as to the actual holders of
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these shares, and provide the documents of transfer and encumbrance to which they
refer.
Article 7.- The Position of Shareholder
Shares grant their lawful owners the position of shareholders, which grants them the
individual, legal and statutory rights stipulated in law - in particular, the right to share in
company profits and the assets remaining when the Company is liquidated; the right of preemptive subscription to issues of new shares or convertible bonds; the right to attend and
vote at General Shareholders’ Meetings; the right to challenge corporate resolutions; and
information and scrutiny rights. The scope of all shareholder rights is determined by law and
in these by-laws.
Article 8.- Co-Ownership and In Rem Rights Over Shares
1.

Co-owners of shares must designate a single person to exercise shareholder rights.

2.

The scheme of co-ownership, use, pledges and embargo of Company shares shall be
as determined by lawarticles 126 through 133 of the Corporate Enterprise Act and
other applicable legislation.

Article 9.- Transfer of Shares
1.

The shares and economic rights that arise from them, including pre-emptive
subscription rights, are freely transferable by all means permitted in law. In any case,
the transfer of Company shares will be carried out in accordance with the conditions
laid down in the applicable legislation in force.

2.

The Company’s shares will be transferred through a book transfer. The registration of
the transfer in the entry in favor of the acquirer will have the same effects as the
transfer of stock certificates.

3.

The Company will not recognize the exercise of rights emanating from those who
acquire their shares in a manner that infringes binding rules.

Article 10.- Capital Calls and Default by Shareholders
1.

When shares are only partially paid, the shareholder must provide payment for the
pending amount, whether in cash or non-cash, at a time decided by the Board of
Directors, within a maximum of five years beginning from the date of the capital
increase resolution. The form of said payment and other aspects of payment shall be
in accordance with the terms of the capital increase resolution.

2.

The demand to pay unpaid contributions will be notified to the parties concerned or
be announced in the Official Companies Registry Gazette. Investors must be given a
deadline of at least one month from the date of notification or publication and the
date of payment.

3.

Shareholders are in default when the deadline stipulated for payment of unpaid
capital elapses and they have not settled such payment.
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4.

Shareholders in default on the payment of unpaid contributions will not be able to
exercise their right to vote. The amount of their shares shall be deducted from the
share capital for the purpose of computing a quorum.

TITLE III.- INCREASE AND REDUCTION IN CAPITAL
Article 11.- Capital Increase
When the share capital is increased by the issue of new shares, within the term set for that
purpose, which may be no shorter than the minimum laid down in law, former shareholders
may exercise the right to subscribe to a number of shares in the new issue in proportion to
the nominal value of the shares they own, notwithstanding the provisions set forth in law
concerning exclusion of preemptive subscription rights.
Article 12.- Authorized Capital
1.

The General Meeting may delegate to the Board of Directors the power to pass
resolutions, on one or more occasions, to increase the share capital, up to a particular
figure, at the time and in the amount it decides, within the limits set by law. This
delegation may include the right to exclude pre-emptive subscription rights.

2.

The General Meeting may also delegate to the Board of Directors the power to set the
date on which the resolution to increase the capital that has already been passed will
be carried out, and to set its conditions with regard to all aspects not stipulated by the
General Meeting, within the limits set forth in law.

Article 13.- Capital Reduction
A capital reduction may be performed by lowering the nominal value of the shares, by
cancellation of shares or by combining them for exchange, and, in said cases, its purpose
may be to return the value of contributions, release shareholders from their obligation to
provide pending contributions, constitute or increase voluntary reserves or restore a balance
between the share capital and equity of the company, in addition to any other purpose
permitted by law.

TITLE IV.- BONDS
Article 14.- Issue of Debentures and Other Securities
1.

The Company may issue debentures, promissory notes, preference shares and other
securities in the terms and within the limits established in law.

2.

The General Meeting may delegate the power to issue the securities referred to in the
preceding paragraph to the Board of Directors. It may also authorize the Board to
decide when the issue is to be carried out and establish the other conditions not laid
down in the resolution by the General Meeting.
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Article 15.- Convertible and Exchangeable Bonds
1.

Convertible and/or exchangeable bonds may be issued at a fixed exchange ratio
(determined or determinable) or at a variable exchange ratio.

2.

Shareholders’ preferential subscription rights involving the issuance of convertible
and/or exchangeable bonds may be withheld under the terms provided by law.

Title V.- THE COMPANY'S GOVERNING BODIES
Article 16.- The Company's Bodies
The Company's bodies are the General Shareholders' Meeting and the Board of Directors,
which have the powers respectively assigned to them in these By-laws, which may be
delegated in the manner and as broadly as determined therein.
SECTION I.- THE GENERAL MEETING
Article 17.- General Meeting
1.

The General Meeting is governed by applicable legislation, the By-laws and the
General Meeting's Regulations.

2.

The shareholders called to a General Meeting may decide by a majority, except in
cases where the law or these By-laws stipulate qualified majorities, on matters of their
concern that legally fall within the General Meeting's competence.

3.

All shareholders, including those who vote against resolutions and those who did not
take part in the meeting, will be subject to the resolutions by the General Meeting,
notwithstanding the rights and actions to which they are entitled by law.

Article 18.- Types of General Meetings
1.

General Shareholders' Meetings may be either Ordinary or Extraordinary.

2.

The Ordinary Meeting must be held within the first six (6) months of each financial
year, to approve management, to approve, where appropriate, the previous year's
accounts, and to decide matters relating to the distribution of earnings.

3.

Any General Meeting not encompassed by the preceding paragraph shall be deemed
an Extraordinary General Meeting.

Article 19.- Call for General Meeting
1.

The General Shareholders' Meetings, whether Ordinary or Extraordinary, will be
convened by the Board of Directors by means of a notice published in the Companies'
Registry Gazette or in one of the newspapers of broad circulation in Spain, and on the
Company's website (www.caixabank.com), and on the website of the National
Securities Market Commission, at least one month prior to the date of the meeting.
Nevertheless, in those cases in which the law so permits, Extraordinary General
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Meetings may be called a minimum of fifteen (15) days in advance. The call
supplement is not subject to this rule.
2.

The convening notice will state the name of the Company, the date, time and location
of the meeting, and will list all the items on the agenda. It may also state the
adjourned date and time of the meeting (segunda convocatoria), where applicable
and the position of the person or persons sending the notice. The date, if any, on
which the Meeting will be held on second call may also be stated. At least 24 hours
must elapse between scheduled first and second meetings.

3.

The notice of call will also state the date by which a shareholder must have registered
its shares in its name in order to participate and vote at the General Meeting, the
place and manner for obtaining the full text of the documents and proposed
resolutions, and the URL of the Company's website on which the information will be
available. In addition, the notice must contain clear and accurate information on the
steps the shareholders must take to participate and cast their votes at the General
Meeting, including the matters required by law and implementing regulations.

4.

Shareholders who represent at least 5% of share capital may request publication of
supplementary information to the call to an Ordinary General Shareholders' Meeting,
to include one or more items on the agenda., provided that the new points are
accompanied by a justification or, if applicable, a justified proposed resolution. That
right may in no case be exercised in respect of the call of an Extraordinary General
Meeting. To exercise this right, the shareholder must duly notify the Company, with
said notification to be received at the Company's registered office within five (5) days
following publication of the call.

5.

The call supplement must be published at least fifteen (15) days prior to the date
stipulated for the General Meeting. Failure to publish the call supplement within the
legally stipulated term legally stipulated term will invalidate the General Meeting.

6.

Shareholders representing at least 5% of capital may present supported proposed
resolutions regarding matters already included or that should be included on the
agenda for the Meeting called. Exercise of this right must be by certifiable notice,
which must be received at the registered office within the five (5) days following
publication of the call.

7.

The Company will see to dissemination of these proposed resolutions and such
documentation as may be attached thereto to the other shareholders, in accordance
with the requirements of law.

8.

The Board of Directors may call an Extraordinary General Meeting of shareholders
whenever it deems appropriate to do so in the Company's interests.
It must also call this Meeting when requested to do so by shareholders who own at
least 5% of the share capital. The request must state the items to be discussed at the
Meeting. In this case, a call must be issued to hold the General Meeting within the
period stipulated in law. The Board of Directors will draw up the agenda, which must
include the items mentioned in the request.

9.

Court-ordered calls to General Meetings will be as laid down in law.
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3.

The contents of this article are deemed as without prejudice to the provisions
established by law for specific cases.

Article 20.- Venue and Time
1.

General Meetings will be held in the place and on the date stated in the notice, within
the municipality in which the Company's registered offices are located. However, the
Board of Directors will be entitled to choose a meeting venue at any other location
within Spain, with the location to be stipulated in the notice.

2.

The Meeting may choose to postpone the event for one or more consecutive days, at
the behest of the Board of Directors or of a group of shareholders representing at
least 25% of the Company’s share capital in attendance.

3.

In exceptional circumstances, in the event of unrest that substantially hinders the
proper order of the Meeting, or of any other extraordinary circumstance that
temporarily impedes the normal course of the Meeting, the Chairman of the Meeting
may resolve to suspend the session or move the gathering to a different venue than
that stipulated in the notice, for the time period deemed necessary, for the purpose of
reestablishing the conditions required to continue the Meeting. In such cases, the
Chairman may take whatever measures deemed appropriate, duly notifying
shareholders to ensure the safety of those in attendance and avoiding a repeat of
circumstances which may newly interfere with the proper order of the meeting.

Article 21.- Quorum for the General Meeting
1.

The General Meeting will be validly constituted at first call when shareholders in
attendance or represented by proxy hold at least 25% of subscribed capital with
voting rights. The second call will be validly constituted regardless of the percentage
of share capital in attendance.

2.

In order for the General Meeting, whether Ordinary or Extraordinary, to validly agree
to issue securities, suppress or limit subscription rights, increase or reduce capital,
carry out a transformation, merger, spin-off, global transfer of assets and liabilities,
transfer the registered office to a foreign country or make any changes to the By-laws,
shareholders at first call, whether present or proxy, representing at least 50% of
subscribed capital with voting rights must be in attendance. At second call, only 25%
of said capital is necessary, although when shareholders in attendance total less than
50% of subscribed capital with voting rights, the resolutions in the preceding
paragraph may only be validly adopted with a favorable vote by two thirds (2/3) of the
capital in attendance or represented by proxy at the Meeting.

3.

Any absences occurring after the General Meeting is officially called to order will not
affect the validity of the quorum.

Article 22.- Right of Attendance
1.

All shareholders who, individually or in a group with other shareholders, own a
minimum of one thousand (1,000) shares, may attend the General Meeting physically.
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2.

In order to attend the General Meeting, it will be necessary for shareholders to have
registered ownership of their shares in the relevant book-entry ledger at least five (5)
days in advance of the date on which the General Meeting is to be held. Shareholders
entitled to attend in accordance with the above will be provided with the appropriate
attendance card, which may only be replaced by a certificate of legitimacy to prove
that the requirements for attendance have been met.

3.

The Chairman of the General Meeting is authorized to determine compliance with the
requirements for attendance at the General Meeting, but may delegate this task to
the Secretary.

4.

Members of the Board of Directors must attend any General Meetings, although their
absence for any reason will not under any circumstances prevent the General Meeting
from being validly held.

5.

The Chairman may authorize persons to attend who provide services at or to the
Company. The Chairman may also invite any persons he should deem appropriate, in
the terms and conditions laid down in General Meeting Regulations.

Article 23.- Right of rRepresentation by proxy at the General Meeting
1.

Without prejudice to attendance through appropriate means by legal entities that are
shareholders, any shareholder entitled to attend may be represented at the General
Meeting by another person, even if this person is not a shareholder. The proxy must
be granted in writing specifically for each General Meeting, in accordance with the
procedures established in the By-laws and the General Meeting Regulations.

2.

Any shareholder wishing to be represented by proxy at the General Meeting must
have registered ownership of its shares in the relevant book-entry ledger at least five
(5) days in advance of the date on which the General Meeting is to be held.

3.

In order to attend the General Meeting physically, the proxy holder must be a
shareholder and/or represent one or more shareholders on a combined basis holding
a minimum of one thousand (1,000) shares.

4.

The Chairman of the General Meeting is authorized to determine whether proxies
have been validly conferred and whether they meet the requirements for attendance
of the General Meeting, and may delegate this task to the Secretary.

5.

If there are conflicts of interest, the provisions of law and, if applicable, the General
Meeting Regulations will apply. In any event, in contemplation of the possibility that a
conflict may exist, proxies may be granted subsidiarily to another person.

6.

The proxy's representational authority is understood as without prejudice to legal
provisions concerning cases of family representation and the granting of general
powers of attorney.

7.

The appointment of proxies may always be revoked, and personal attendance of the
party represented at the General Meeting will count as revocation.
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Article 24.- Appointing Proxies and Voting through Means of Remote Communication
1.

The appointment of a proxy for any kind of General Meeting, including, as the case
may be, voting instructions, may be carried out by shareholders by post, e-mail or any
other means of remote communication, provided the identity of the principal and the
proxy is properly guaranteed, as is the security of the electronic communications.

2.

Shareholders that are entitled to attend may vote on the motions concerning the
items on the agenda of any General Meeting by post or by e-mail.

3.

A postal vote will be cast by sending the Company a document containing the vote,
with the attendance card attached.

4.

Voting by sending an e-mail to the Company will only be permitted when the
appropriate conditions of security and simplicity have been ensured, and the Board of
Directors so decides in a resolution, subsequently notified in the call to the Meeting
concerned. In this resolution, the Board of Directors will define the applicable
conditions for issuing the remote vote by e-mail, necessarily including those that
adequately guarantee the authenticity and identification of the voting shareholder, as
well as the security of electronic communications.

5.

In order to be counted as valid, a vote cast through any of the remote means referred
to in the previous sections must have been received by the Company forty-eight (48)
hours before the time of commencement of the General Meeting on first call. The
Board of Directors may reduce the required notice, and must notify this to the same
extent as in the call announcement.

6.

The Board of Directors may develop and enhance the regulations on remote voting
and delegation laid down in these by/laws, establishing the instructions, means, rules
and procedures it deems appropriate to implement the casting of votes and
appointment of proxies through remote communication means. The procedural rules
adopted by the Board of Directors by virtue of the provisions of this section will be
published on the Company's website.

7.

Shareholders who cast their votes remotely in accordance with the provisions of this
article will be considered present for the purposes of a quorum of the General
Meeting concerned. As a result, appointments of proxies carried out before each vote
will be considered to be revoked, and appointments arranged subsequently will be
assumed not to have been carried out.

8.

A vote cast through means of remote communication will be voided by physical
attendance of the meeting by the shareholder who cast it or by disposal of his shares
brought to the knowledge of the Company at least five days before the envisaged date
of the General Meeting on first call.

Article 25.- Right to Information
Shareholders will have the right to information in the terms laid down in law. In the manner
and within the terms laid down in law, the Board of Directors must provide the information
that the shareholders request, pursuant to the stipulations therein, except in cases where
this is legally inadmissible, and in particular when, in the Chairman's opinion, making such
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information public would be detrimental to the interests of the Company. This exception will
not apply when the request is supported by shareholders who represent at least one quarter
(1/4) of the share capital.
Article 26.- Chairman and Secretary of the General Meeting
1.

General Meetings will be chaired by the Chairman of the Board of Directors and, in the
absence thereof, by the corresponding Vice-Chairman according to the order of
preference. In the absence of both, the oldest director will act as Chairman.

2.

The Secretary will be the Secretary of the Board of Directors and, in the absence
thereof, the Vice-Secretary according to the order of preference, if any, and in the
absence thereof, the youngest director.

Article 27.- List of Those Attending
1.

Before dealing with the agenda, the Secretary of the General Meeting will draw up the
list of those attending, stating who each of them are or whom they represent, and the
number of their own or others' shares they hold at the General Meeting.

2.

The total number of shareholders present or represented by proxy will be shown at
the end of the list, together with the amount of share capital they hold or represent
by proxy, and the capital belonging to shareholders with voting rights will be stated.

3.

If the list of those attending is not at the beginning of the minutes of the General
Meeting, it will be attached as an annex signed by the Secretary with the approval of
the Chairman.

4.

The list of those attending may also be drawn up in the form of a file, or placed on
computer media. In these cases, the means used will be stated in the minutes, and the
sealed cover of the file or media will bear the relevant identification note signed by
the Secretary with the approval of the Chairman.

Article 28.- Deliberation and Adoption of Resolutions
1.

The Chairman will submit the items on the agenda to deliberation and manage the
discussions so that the meeting is held in an orderly manner.

2.

While the General Meeting is being held, shareholders may request information in the
terms stated in Article 25 above and in the General Meeting Regulations.

3.

Each share with a right to vote, present or represented by proxy at the General
Meeting, entitles the owner to one vote.

4.

Resolutions by the General Meeting will be passed following a favorable vote by the
majority of the share capital present or represented by proxy. Cases in which the law
or these by-laws stipulate a larger majority are excluded.

5.

The resolutions adopted and the results of votes will be published on the Company's
website as provided by law.
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Article 29.- Minutes of the General Meeting and Certifications
1.

The minutes of the General Meeting may be approved by the General Meeting itself
after it has been held, and signed by the Chairman and Secretary and, failing this,
within a period of fifteen (15) days, by the Chairman and two (2) comptrollers, one
representing the majority and the other representing the minority. The minutes
approved in either of these formats will be enforceable from the date on which they
are approved.

2.

Certificates of the minutes will be issued by the Secretary or the Vice-Secretary of the
Board of Directors with the approval of the Chairman or the Vice-Chairman, as the
case may be, and the resolutions will be issued in a public deed by those authorized to
do so.

3.

The Board of Directors may request that a notary public attend to draw up the
minutes of the Meeting, and must do this whenever requested to do so by
shareholders representing at least 1% of share capital, five (5) days in advance of the
date scheduled for the Meeting. In both cases, the notary public’s attestation will be
treated as the Meeting’s minutes.

SECTION II.- THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Article 30.- Board of Directors
1.

The Company will be managed and run by a Board of Directors.

2.

The Board of Directors will be governed by the applicable legal rules and by these bylaws. The Board of Directors will develop and complete these provisions through the
appropriate Board of Directors' Regulations, and will inform the General Meeting of
their initial approval and any subsequent modifications thereto.

Article 31.- Duties of the Board of Directors
1.

Company representation in a court of law and outside court falls to the Board of
Directors acting collectively and empowered to conduct and perform all duties
envisaged within the scope of the corporate object.

2.

The Board may also confer proxy powers to represent the Company on persons who
are not members of said Board, by means of power of attorney, which will contain an
itemized list of the powers granted.

3.

Duties attributed to the Board by law will also fall within its mandate. The following
are duties of the Board, including but not restricted to:
(i)

organizing, managing, governing and inspecting the performance of the
Company’s operations and businesses, legally representing the Company in all
cases in which it is necessary or advisable;

(ii)

directing and ordering personnel policy and making decisions involving the
execution of said policy;
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(iii)

representing the Company before government authorities and agencies and in
courts of law, of all orders, classes and levels, without exception, submitting
requests, lawsuits, defenses and counterclaims, proposing exceptions and filing
any necessary appeals, and empowered to settle all manner of issues whether
in court or out of court;

(iv)

buying, selling, reclaiming, exchanging or by any other means acquiring or
disposing of directly or conditionally, at a deferred, stated or installment price,
all manner of real property and other assets;

(v)

in connection with Company goods, in favor of third parties or in connection
with the goods of others in favor of the Company, constituting, acknowledging,
accepting, executing, transferring, dividing, modifying, terminating and
cancelling in part or in full pledges, rights of use and residence, easements,
liens, mortgages, antichreses, censuses, surface rights, and, in general, any in
rem and personal rights;

(vi)

purchasing, subscribing, selling, pledging and otherwise encumbering,
transferring or acquiring, for a stated or installment price and under conditions
deemed appropriate, government securities, shares, bonds, securities,
converting, exchanging or disbursing them, making statements and filing claims;

(vii)

appointing, accepting, removing and replacing management and executive
positions and representatives, in each case determining the powers and scope
of said power of attorney. Entering into any public or private document
necessary for the discharge of these duties;

(viii) representing the Company organically when the Company is a shareholder or
partner in other companies, both Spanish and foreign, attending and voting at
partner or shareholder meetings, both Ordinary and Extraordinary, including
general meetings, exercising all rights and meeting all obligations inherent to
the role of partner. Approving or challenging Company resolutions, where
necessary. Attending and voting on Boards of Directors, Committees or any
other Corporate Body of which the Company is a member, approving or
challenging resolutions where appropriate;
(ix)

transferring in any gratuitous fashion to the State, Autonomous Community,
Province, Municipality or public legal body belonging to them, any manner of
real property and other assets, government and private assets, securities, stocks
and fixed income securities. Accepting any type of pure or conditional donation,
including onerous ones, of any type of asset;

(x)

offer or contract leases for all manner of assets;

(xi)

requesting and contracting securities on the Company’s behalf from
government and private banks, savings banks and other lending, financial or
insurance institutions. Signing contracts for loans, credit lines and financial
documents, with or without warranty of certificates or invoices for work and
services rendered, and any other personal or collateral guarantee with
government or private banks, savings banks and other financial credit
institutions, and, in general, conducting any transactions with banking
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institutions and financial entities to facilitate the progress and development of
the activities making up the corporate object;
(xii)

providing guarantees on the Company’s behalf, securing and giving guarantees
on behalf of others, but only as required by the nature of the corporate
business, and underwriting investee companies, directly or indirectly;

(xiii) requesting notary documents of all kinds, introducing, accepting and
challenging modifications and notary requirements. Formalizing notices on
clarifications, rectifications or corrections of errors;
(xiv) requesting all manner of permits for building, activities, facilities or
inaugurations;
(xv)

endowing attorneys and lawyers with general powers of attorney for litigation
or other special powers deemed appropriate, including powers to substitute or
revoke said processes when considered necessary and suitable; and

(xvi) performing any incidental or complementary duties to those enumerated
above.
Article 32.- Composition of the Board of Directors
1.

The Board of Directors will be composed of a minimum of twelve (12) and a maximum
of twenty-two (22) members.

2.

The General Shareholders' Meeting is responsible for establishing the number of
directors.

3.

It is not necessary for directors to be shareholders of the Company.

Article 33.- Term of Office
1.

Directors will remain in their posts for a term of six (6) years, and may be reelected
one or more times for periods of equal length. Directors designated by co-option will
hold their posts until the date of the next General Meeting or until the legal deadline
for holding the General Meeting to approve the accounts for the previous financial
year has elapsed.

2.

Directors may resign from their posts, the posts may be revoked, and directors may be
reelected one or more times for terms of equal length.

Article 34.- Remuneration of Directors
1.

The Board of Directors will receive remuneration of 4% of consolidated profit, net of
general expenses, interest, tax and other amounts allocated to writedowns and D&A,
unless the Board itself decides to reduce its compensation in years in which it deems
such a reduction to be appropriate. The resulting amount will be distributed among
the Board of Directors and its delegate committees, and also to members who have
executive duties, and will be distributed as the Board sees fit, both in terms of
remuneration to members, especially the Chairman, according to the duties and
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position of each member, and in terms of the form of attendance fees, remuneration
stipulated in the by/laws, remuneration of executive duties etc.
2.

Directors carrying out executive duties at the Company, whatever the nature of their
legal relationship, will be entitled to receive remuneration for these duties, which may
be either a fixed amount, a variable amount in addition to incentive schemes and
benefits which may include pension plans and insurance and, where appropriate,
social security payments. In the event of departure not caused by a breach of their
functions, directors may be entitled to compensation.

3.

The amount payable to members of the Board in accordance with the above may only
be disbursed after a minimum 4% dividend has been paid out to shareholders
pursuant to Article 218 of the Corporate Enterprise Actlaw.

4.

Additionally, within the limits specified in the paragraphs above, directors may receive
compensation in the form of company shares or shares in another publicly traded
group company, options or other share-based instruments. This remuneration must
be ratified by the General Shareholders’ Meeting. Where appropriate, the resolution
will list the number of shares to be delivered, the strike price for the options, and the
price of the shares taken as reference and the term set for this type of compensation.

Article 35.- Appointment to Posts on the Board of Directors
1.

The Board of Directors will appoint from among its number a Chairman and a ViceChairman to replace the Chairman in the event of incapacity or absence.

2.

The Chairman represents the Company on behalf of the Board and the General
Meeting, and is its highest representative for the purposes of any actions of the
Company or subsidiary bodies in which it holds ownership interests.

3.

The Board may also appoint additional Vice-Chairmen, in which case the duties
described will fall to the First Vice-Chairman, who will be replaced in turn, if necessary,
by the Second Vice-Chairman, and so on successively.

4.

In the event the Chairman is absent for any reason, he will be substituted by the ViceChairmen in their order and, failing this, by the oldest member of the Board.

5.

The Chairman will carry out the following functions, notwithstanding the powers of
the Chief Executive Officer and any powers of attorney or representations by proxy
that have been established:
(i)

Represent institutionally the Company and any entities dependent on the
Company, without prejudice to the functions attributed in this area to the
Board of Directors.

(ii)

Call, at the behest of the Board of Directors, chair and direct General
Shareholders' Meetings, establishing limits on remarks for and against all
proposals and also establishing their duration.
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(iii)

Call, chair and direct meetings of the Board of Directors, with the same powers
as stipulated in the preceding paragraph. He may also enact any resolutions by
this body, with no need for any special delegation format.

(iv)

He holds the casting vote in the event of a tie during meetings of the Board of
Directors over which he presides.

(v)

Act on behalf of the Company vis-à-vis corporate bodies and other bodies in the
sector, pursuant to the provisions of their By-laws.

(vi)

Authorize the minutes, certifications and other documents concerning
resolutions by the General Meeting, the Board of Directors and, where
applicable, any Committees he chairs, and act on behalf of the Company to
implement such resolutions vis-à-vis regulatory bodies, notwithstanding
attributions to other bodies.

(vii)

Be responsible for the official signature of the Company, and thus sign on behalf
of the Company, following any agreements that are necessary for legal or
statutory reasons, contracts, accords or other legal instruments with public
bodies and other entities.

(viii) Ensure compliance with current legal stipulations, the precepts of these By-laws
and of the regulations and resolutions by the collegiate bodies over which he
presides.
(ix)

Official representation of the Company vis-à-vis authorities, entities and thirdparty Spanish or foreign bodies. He may delegate this representative function to
other members of the Board, to the Chief Executive Officer, or to a member of
the Company's management staff.

6.

The Board will appoint a Secretary and may appoint a Vice-Secretary, who need not be
directors. The Secretary will attend Board meetings with the right to speak but not to
vote, unless he is a director.

7.

The Vice-Secretary, if any, will replace the Secretary if the latter is not present at the
meeting for any reason and, unless the Board decides otherwise, may attend meetings
of the Board of Directors to assist the Secretary. The Board may also appoint more
than one Vice-Secretary, in which case the duties described will fall to the First ViceSecretary, who will be replaced in turn if necessary by the Second Vice-Secretary, and
so on successively.

8.

The Board of Directors, in consideration of the special relevance of its mandate, may
appoint as Honorary Chairmen persons who have held the position of Chairman of the
Board, and may attribute to them duties of honorific representation of the Company
and for such acts as are expressly entrusted to them by the Chairman of the Board.
Honorary Chairmen may exceptionally attend Board meetings when invited to do so
by the Chairman and, in addition to the duties of honorific representation, will give
advice to the Board and its Chairman, and will assist in maintaining the best possible
relations of shareholders with the Company’s governing bodies and among the
shareholders themselves. The Board of Directors will make available to Honorary
Chairmen such technical, material and human resources as it deems appropriate to
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enable them to perform their duties in the most adequate terms, and through the
most appropriate formulae.
Article 36.- Meetings of the Board of Directors
1.

The Board of Directors will meet as often as necessary to carry out its duties
effectively. The Board of Directors must also meet when requested to do so by at least
two (2) of its members or one of the independent directors, in which case itwriting
addressed to the Chairman indicating the agenda. In this case, the meeting of the
Board of Directors will be called to a meeting by the Chairman, through any written
means addressed personally to each director, to be held within fifteen (15) days
following the request. at the registered office. One month having elapsed after the
date of receipt of the request without the Chairman having issued a call of the Board
of Directors, without need of a justifying cause, and provided that the request is
supported by at least one third of the members of the Board of Directors, a meeting of
the Board may be called by the directors who requested it if they constitute at least
one third of the members of the Board.

2.

Meetings will be called by letter, fax, telegram or e-mail, and will be authorized by the
signature of the Chairman, or that of the Secretary or Vice-Secretary by order of the
Chairman. Notice will be sent with prior notice of at least forty-eight (48) hours, unless
an emergency situation exists and is accepted by the Board when it meets.

3.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the meeting of the Board of Directors will be
considered to be validly held without any need for a call if all its members, present or
represented by proxy, unanimously agree to the meeting and to the items to be
discussed on the agenda.

4.

Meetings will normally take place at the Company's registered office, but may also be
held at another location determined by the Chairman, who may authorize Board
meetings to be held with simultaneous attendance at various locations connected by
audiovisual or telephonic means, provided the recognition of those attending and
real-time interactivity and intercommunication, and thus unity of action, can be
guaranteed.

5.

The Board of Directors may also adopt its resolutions in writing without actually
holding a meeting, if no directors object to this procedure, pursuant to the legislation
in force.

Article 37.- Procedures for Meetings
1.

There will be a valid quorum at Board meetings when one half plus one of its
members attend in person or represented by another director.

2.

The Chairman will manage the debates, give the floor to speakers, and direct the
votes.

3.

Resolutions will be adopted by an absolute majority of the directors attending the
meeting in person or represented by proxy, except in cases where the law or these bylaws stipulate qualified majorities.
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Article 38.- Minutes of Board Meetings and Certificates
1.

The Board's discussions and resolutions will be recorded in the minutes and written or
copied into a minutes book, and will be signed by the Chairman or the Vice-Chairman,
as the case may be, and by the Secretary or Vice-Secretary.

2.

The minutes will be approved by the Board of Directors at the end of the meeting or
immediately afterwards, unless the immediate nature of the meetings does not
permit this, in which case they will be approved at a subsequent meeting. The minutes
may also be approved by the Chairman, the Secretary and two (2) directors attending
the Board meeting to which the minutes refer, who are designated by the Board itself
at each meeting.

3.

In order to facilitate the implementation of resolutions and, as the case may be, their
recording in a public deed, the minutes may be partially approved, and each of the
approved sections may contain one or more resolutions.

4.

Certificates of the minutes will be issued by the Secretary of the Board of Directors, or
by the Vice-Secretary with the approval of the Chairman or the Vice-Chairman, as the
case may be.

SECTION III.- THE BOARD'S DELEGATED BODIES
Article 39.- Delegation of Powers
1.

The Board of Directors may appoint, from among its number, an Executive Committee
and one or more Chief Executive Officers, determining the persons who should hold
such posts and how they should act. It may delegate to them all its powers that are
not non-delegable in law. The Board of Directors will likewise appoint from among its
number an Appointments and Remuneration Committee, composed of a minimum of
three and a maximum of five members, and may create other Committees composed
of directors with such functions as are deemed appropriate.

2.

The aforementioned Committees will be governed pursuant to the law, these by-laws
and the Regulations of the Company's Board of Directors, and quorum will be valid
when the majority of their members are in attendance, either in person or
represented by proxy.
The resolutions passed by these Committees will be adopted by a majority of the
members in attendance, either in person or represented by proxy.

3.

The Board of Directors may also appoint and revoke representatives or attorneys-infact.

Article 40.- Audit and Control Committee
1.

The Board of Directors will create from among its members an Audit and Control
Committee composed of a minimum of three and a maximum of seven (7) members,
the majority of whom will be non-executive directors. At least one member of the
Audit and Control Committee will be an independent director, and will be appointed
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on the basis of knowledge and experience of accounting or auditing, or both. In any
case, they shall be appointed by the Board of Directors.
2.

The Chairman of the Audit and Control Committee shall be appointed from among the
non-executive directors and must be replaced every four (4) years. He/she may be
reappointed once one year has elapsed from the time he/she ceased to be Chairman.

3.

The number of members, the responsibilities and the operating rules of this
Committee must encourage its independent operation. Its responsibilities will include
at least the following:
(i)

Informing the General Meeting concerning the issues raised within the
Committee for which it is responsible;

(ii)

Overseeing the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control environment,
internal audit and risk management systems, and discussing with auditors of
accounts any significant weaknesses in the internal control system identified
during the course of the audit.

(iii)

Overseeing the process for preparing and submitting regular financial
information.

(iv)

Making proposals to the Board of Directors for submission to the General
Shareholders’ Meeting concerning the appointment of auditors, in accordance
with legislation applicable to the Company.

(v)

Establishing appropriate relationships with auditors in order to receive
information, for examination by the Audit and Control Committee, on matters
which may jeopardize their independence and any other matters relating to the
audit process and any other communications provided for in audit legislation
and technical audit regulations.
In any event, on an annual basis the Committee must receive from the auditors
written confirmation of their independence vis-à-vis the Company or entities
related to it directly or indirectly, in addition to information on additional
services of any kind rendered to these entities by the aforementioned auditors
or persons or entities related to them as stipulated by auditing legislation.

(vi)

4.

Issuing annually, prior to the audit report, a report containing an opinion on the
independence of the auditors. This report must address the provision of any
additional services referred to in the preceding section.

Quorum will be valid for the Audit and Control Committee when a majority of its
members attend in person or are represented by proxy.
The resolutions passed by this Committee shall be passed by a majority of the
members attending in person or represented by proxy.
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TITLE VI.- BALANCE SHEETS
Article 41.- The Company's Financial Year
The Company's financial year will be the same as the calendar year, and will therefore
commence on January 1 and end on December 31 each year.
Article 42.- Accounting documents
1.

The Company must keep orderly accounts appropriate to its business which permit
chronological monitoring of transactions and the preparation of inventories and
balance sheets.

2.

The accounting books will be legally stamped by the Companies Registry for the
location of the registered offices.

Article 43.- Annual Accounts
1.

Within a maximum period of three (3) months from the end of the financial year, the
Board of Directors must draw up the Annual Accounts, the Management Report and
the proposal for allocation of results, and also the Consolidated Annual Accounts and
Management report, when applicable.

2.

The Annual Accounts will include all the documents stipulated by legislation in force.
These documents, which form a unit, must be drawn up clearly and show a true and
fair view of the Company's net equity, financial situation and results in accordance
with legal provisions, and must be signed by the Company's directors.

3.

Once the General Meeting has been called, any shareholder may immediately obtain
from the Company free of charge the documents that are to be submitted for its
approval, in addition to the auditors’ report.

Article 44.- Management Report
The Management Report shall contain the statements and content required by prevailing
legislation.
Article 45.- Auditors
1.

The Annual Accounts and the Management Report must be reviewed by the Auditors.
Auditors will have at least one month to issue their report from the date on which the
Board of Directors delivers the accounts to them.

2.

The persons performing the audit of the Annual Accounts will be appointed by the
General Meeting before the end of the year to be audited, for a specific term, which
may not be less than three years or exceed nine years, from the date of
commencement of the first year under audit. This is notwithstanding their
reappointment under the terms provided for in law.

3.

The General Meeting may appoint one or several individuals or legal entities which
will act jointly. When the chosen parties are individuals, the General Meeting will
appoint an equivalent number of substitutes for the auditors.
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4.

The General Meeting may not dismiss the auditors until the period for which they
were appointed ends, unless it finds just cause.

Article 46.- Approval of the Annual Accounts
1.

The Annual Accounts will be submitted to the General Shareholders' Meeting for
approval.

2.

When the Annual Accounts have been approved, the General Meeting will decide the
allocation of results for the financial year.

3.

Dividends may only be paid out against profit for the financial year or freely available
reserves, if the requirements laid down in law and in the By-laws have been met and
the net book value of equity is not, or as the consequence of payment of the
dividends is not, lower than the share capital. If losses were made in previous years
which made the Company's net equity worth less than the share capital, the profit will
be used to offset the losses.

4.

If the General Meeting agrees to distribute dividends, it will determine the time and
method of payment. Determination of these issues may be delegated to the Board of
Directors, as may any other issues that may be necessary or appropriate in order to
carry out the resolution.
The General Meeting may resolve to issue a dividend partially or wholly paid in kind,
provided the securities to be distributed as dividends:

5.

(i)

are like-for-like securities; and

(ii)

are admitted for trading on an officially recognized market, at the time the
resolution takes effect.

The Board of Directors may agree to pay out sums on account of dividends, with the
limitations of and in accordance with the requirements laid down in law.

Article 47.- Filing the Annual Accounts
In the month following approval of the Annual Accounts, they will be filed along with the
other documentation required by law and with the appropriate certification demonstrating
such approval and allocation of profits, so that they may be filed with the Commercial
Registry, all in the manner determined by law.

TITLE VII.- DISSOLUTION AND LIQUIDATION
Article 48.- Grounds for dissolution
The Company will be dissolved:
(a)

following a resolution by the General Shareholders' Meeting called expressly for this
purpose, adopted in accordance with these by-laws; and
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(b)

in any of the other cases stipulated in law.

Article 49.- Liquidation
1.

The same General Meeting that agrees to dissolve the Company will determine the
terms of liquidation, which must be conducted by an odd number ofthe liquidators
appointed for this purpose by the General Meeting.

2.

From the date on which the Company declares irself in liquidation, the Board of
Directors will lose its powers of representation to draw up new contracts or undertake
new obligations, and these functions will be taken over by the liquidators as provided
for in Articles 383 and following of the Corporate Enterprise Act. shall assume the
duties contemplated by law.

3.

The procedures for liquidation, division of assets and registry de-listing will follow
stipulations in the Corporate Enterprise Act and Companies Registry
Regulationsapplicable law and implementing regulations.

TITLE VIII.- DISQUALIFICATIONS
Article 50.- Prohibitions and Disqualifications
Persons that are disqualified within the scope and under the conditions of legislation in force
at any time may not occupy positions in the Company or carry out their functions, as the
case may be.
*

*
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